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SPECIAL MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS NO RDSO/ELRS/SMI/64 

STATIC BALANCING PROCEDURE FOR PANTOGRAPH TYPE 
AM.12 AND TYPE AM.18

1. Object

Railways  have  reported  difficulty  in  static  balancing  of  pantographs  and 
obtaining  correct  force  at  various  heights.  The  existing  Maintenance 
Instructions do not contain the sequence of operations for proper balancing 
and the function of screws C,D,E &F. (Refer SK EL 3110 enclosed). Details 
of  balancing  procedure  and the  sequence  of  operations  to  be  followed are 
clarified through these instructions.

2. INSTRUCTIONS

Carry out static balancing of pantograph according to the following sequence 
of operations:

i) Place a weight of 7 kg. for AM-12 pantograph and 12.5 kg for AM-
18B1 and B2 pantographs, on the pantopan.

ii) Feed the pantograph with air at pressure 5 Kg/CM2.
iii) Loosen  lock  nuts  on  the  regulating  screws  C,  D,  E  and  F  (Refer 

SKEL.3110 enclosed).
iv) Screw down all the four regulating screws C.D.E and F.
v) Balance the pantograph at  a height of two metres  by tensioning the 

main              springs A and B with the help of adjusting nuts G and H.
vi) Balance the pantograph at a height of 1.75 meters by using regulating 

screws F (top screw on left  hand side viewing the pantograph from 
servo motor end).

vii) Balance the pantograph at a height of 1.5. metres by using regulating 
screw               D (tap screw on right-hand side).

viii) Balance the pantograph at a height of 1.0 metres by using regulating 
screw              C (bottom screw on right-hand side).

ix) Balance the pantograph at a height of 0.5 metres by using regulating 
screws  E (bottom screw on left-hand side).



x) Re-check the balancing of pantograph at heights of 2.0, 1.75, 1.5, 1.0 
and 0.5 meters.

XI) Lock regulating screws with the help of Lock nuts after obtaining the 
balance.

3. Instruction drawing:
SK. EL. 3110.

4. Application
All  electric  locos  and  EMUs  fitted  with  AM-12/AM-18  B1/AM-18  B2 
pantographs.

5. Agency for implementation 
Railway Electric Loco Sheds for existing Locos.
EMU sheds for existing EMUs.

6. Periodicity of implementation
During  AOH.  earlier  in  case  trouble  of  panto  sparking  is  reported  or 
unscheduled repairs are carried out on pantograph.

7. Distribution 
As per list attached.

Encl: 1 Drg. SK EL 3110
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